Save 55% On
Workers’ Comp
In Just 90
Minutes
Interactive
Manager Training
to Reduce Lost Time

Worker’s Compensation Training
For Managers
Lost time claims are a major expense for most companies.
Pro-TREAD’s unique Worker’s Compensation Program helps promote a clearer
understanding of the entire Worker’s Compensation process. Armed with these skills
and a clearer understanding of how all the pieces fit together, managers will find
themselves more proficient at controlling lost-time costs, more prepared when dealing
with difficult employees, and better equipped to manage any situation.
Explained in a practical and entertaining format, these lessons are designed to demystify
what most managers see as a confusing and frustrating process.
Designed to reduce costs and lost time
Three sequential courses totaling under 2 hours combined
WC-1 Workers' Compensation 101: Outlines how everything can fit together to minimize costs
WC-2 Minimizing The Durations of Lost Time: Gain more cooperation from Treating Doctors to minimize lost time
WC-3 Employee communication: Simple straightforward employee communication skills for managers

Self-paced and interactive, stop and resume training at any time
Instructional Technologies, Inc. (ITI) is the leading provider of Interactive Multi-Media Training to For-Hire and
Private Fleets in the U.S. today. Our Pro-TREAD and Pro-TREAD In-Cab Suites allow you to train your drivers
and personnel in an engaging, and above all effective, manner.

Pro-TREAD Suite: Effective Training, Unrivaled Accessibility, Proven Results
Pro-TREAD fully interactive online training offers several key advantages over traditional training.
Over 70 lessons provide a complete comprehensive training solution
Hazmat and specialty training available
Online training allows your employees access anywhere there is Internet
Mastery-Style training- drivers will complete all lessons with a 100% score
Compliant with federal and all state DOT regulations

Turn driver downtime into training time by using Pro-TREAD In-Cab
Drivers can access remedial training immediately should an incident occur
No need to bring drivers to a central training location
Works with all major in-cab system providers
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